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Help Keep Otters Swim 
Club Safe

A maximum of 6 swimmers in a double lane in the main tank, 4 swimmers in a double lane in
the leisure pool and deep tank and 1 swimmer in single lanes.  Social distancing at dryland.

Hand sanitizer available on deck

Coaches physically distanced when speaking and instructing swimmers.  Coaches rely
on verbal instruction; no physical manipulation for correction of stroke.

Swimmers physically distancing on deck adhering to physical distancing markers
for belongings

What is our swim club doing to keep our swimmers safe?

Fast transitions between groups of swimmers with limited number of swimmers on deck.

No parents on deck or in the pool areas

Read our full Otters Back to Swim Safety Plan found here:
https://www.teamunify.com/canwvosc/UserFiles/Image/QuickUpload/bts-plan-20-10-20-
2130-incl-app-a-b-c_069888.pdf

What can parents do to keep our swimmers safe?

Keep your swimmer at home if they are sick, been in contact with someone who has
COVID 19, been asked to quarantine, or travelled outside the country. 

Bring your swimmer to the pool 5-10 minutes prior to swim time.  They may not be allowed
in if they arrive late.  Swimmers may not be allowed back into the facility after they leave.

Ensure your swimmer is showing up for the right session.  Check the schedule frequently
including emails and the website for updates.

Contact your swimmer's coach for ANY missed session for ANY reason.  Contact your
swimmer's coach if you plan to miss a session.

Physically distance and/or wear a face mask when speaking to other parents off deck.

Help clean and sanitize any bags, equipment, clothing that is used for dryland or
swim sessions.

Perform the BC Provincial Health Self Check found here: https://bc.thrive.health/
before every session



"We set up the clocks on both sides of the pool, where they are closer to eye level for
the swimmers ...  It's easier for them to see their splits!" (Coach Paul)

"The analog clocks are high up and hard to see.  Also, they aren't in sync, so you
don't really get accurate times for 25s" (Ariel, Belugas)

"It's easier to see your splits and remember them!" (Adam, Provincials)
"When you are kicking, you can see the clock as you're coming in" (Juliana, Provincials)

"The digital clock beeps every time it gets to zero and it helps" (Aidan, Provincials)

"It's a lot easier to leave on time" (Adelaide, Provincials)



HAVE GREAT PHOTOS TO SHARE?

We would love to hear from you. 

Contact Amy Yuen at
amycyuen@gmail.com.


